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1. Summary

Debt settlement programs are designed to facilitate the less-than-full-balance resolution of portfolios
of unsecured debt owed by individuals who are experiencing significant financial difficulty and who
lack the resources to satisfy, in full, their current debt obligations. This report examines the financial
outcomes of individuals enrolling in a debt settlement program using detailed data for a sample
population of approximately 450,000 individuals and over 3,100,000 accounts. We measure outcomes
for individuals up to March 2020, just before the onset of the recent economic and health crises. We
also examine the methodology, analyses, and results described in a series of reports by Hemming
Morse, LLP (Greg Regan) that also examine the financial outcomes of individuals enrolling in a
debt settlement program to determine whether the data support the Regan reports’ analyses and
conclusions.

Our analysis reveals that individuals starting a debt settlement program have, on average, almost
$28,000 of unsecured debt across 6.93 accounts. Seventy-four percent of these individuals successfully
settle at least one account through the debt settlement program over the first 36 months, with these
individuals settling an average of 3.80 accounts and approximately 55 percent of their enrolled debt
through the program during this time. Settled accounts yield an average savings of about $1,400
based on the current balance owed to the creditor at the time of settlement and after accounting for
fees, with individuals in this cohort saving an average of just over $5,400 on settled accounts based
on the current balance and after fees. We can also express the debt reduction in terms of the fraction
of the current balance that is forgiven, which more easily facilitates comparisons with other forms of
debt relief. These calculations show that individuals enrolling in debt settlement programs receive
an average debt write-down of 32 percent on settled accounts after accounting for fees. All of our
findings are substantively identical to those in the most recent iteration of the report by Hemming
Morse, LLP (Greg Regan) and an earlier version of this report using data up to March 2017.

Reviewing the evidence from both this report and recent research, we conclude that debt set-
tlement programs have the potential to significantly benefit many financially distressed individuals,
particularly if they are not eligible for Chapter 7 bankruptcy protection or wish to avoid the negative
consequences of Chapter 13 bankruptcy restructuring. We wish to emphasize, however, that we only
observe outcomes for individuals starting a debt settlement program. We do not observe outcomes
for otherwise similarly situated individuals who do not start a debt settlement program, meaning that
we cannot estimate the causal impact of starting a debt settlement program in isolation from other
factors. All of our results should be interpreted with this limitation in mind.

2. Background and Data

2.1. The Debt Settlement Industry

Debt settlement firms are for-profit organizations that negotiate with unsecured creditors on behalf of
their clients. Firms typically negotiate a full discharge of an individual’s unsecured debt in exchange
for either a one-time lump-sum payment or a series of smaller payments. These settlements generally
represent a partial write-off by the creditor of the current balance at the time of settlement. Debt
settlement firms do not provide financial counseling, legal, tax, or bankruptcy advice, or help with
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secured debts such as mortgages or auto loans.
The debt settlement process typically begins with a comprehensive phone screen. To be eligible for

a debt settlement program, firms generally require that individuals have at least $10,000 to $15,000
in unsecured debt, a steady source of income, no recent bankruptcy filings, and live in a state where
the firm operates. Following the phone screen, individuals interested in starting a debt settlement
program are sent a request for financial documentation along with a contract that details the firm’s
services and fees, and that contains all of the required regulatory disclosures. Individuals who return
the required documentation, submit the contract, and pass the firm’s enrollment criteria are then
enrolled in a debt settlement program and begin making monthly or semi-monthly deposits into what
is known as a dedicated account, a separate bank account owned by the individual and not accessible
by the debt settlement firm.1

Negotiations with creditors usually begin after sufficient funds have accumulated in the client’s
dedicated account, generally around 20 percent of any given debt. Debt settlement firms collect fees
on a per-debt basis directly from clients. By Federal Trade Commission regulation, three conditions
must be met before any per-debt fees can be collected from clients: (1) the firm must successfully
negotiate the terms of settlement for a given debt; (2) the client must agree to the terms of the
negotiated settlement for the debt; and (3) the client must make at least one payment to the relevant
creditor as a result of the negotiated settlement agreement.

2.2. The Regan Report

The best available information on individuals enrolling in a debt settlement program comes from a
series of reports by Hemming Morse, LLP (authored by Greg Regan, a partner in the firm), that have
been commissioned by the AFCC. The most recent version of the “Regan report,” completed in 2020,
includes information on individuals enrolling in a debt settlement program between January 1, 2011
and March 31, 2020. The 2020 report includes detailed breakdowns of the post-enrollment outcomes
of these individuals, as well as a comparison of these post-enrollment outcomes with the hypothetical
outcomes that would have occurred if these individuals had only made the minimum payments on
their unsecured debt and not enrolled in a debt settlement program. The most recent version of the
Regan report also examines the evolution of FICO scores for individuals receiving a debt settlement
consolidation loan.

We were commissioned by the AFCC to update our original report using data up to 2017 and con-
duct an independent examination of the 2020 iteration of the Regan report to determine whether the
available data supported the report’s analyses and conclusions. We were provided with the account-
level data used in the Regan report, as well as detailed notes on the sample restrictions and analyses
used in the report and full access to the author to discuss the report’s methodology, scope, and out-
comes. Per the disclaimer on the first page, the AFCC reviewed this report for accuracy and to
ensure that no personally identifiable information was disclosed but did not moderate or mediate our
methodology, analysis, or results. We focus on the analysis of debt settlement outcomes and hypo-
thetical outcomes that would have occurred if these individuals had only made the minimum payment
on their unsecured debt, leaving the analysis of debt settlement consolidation loans for future work.

1Debt settlement deposits are used only for payments to creditors and the debt settlement firm’s fees. The payment
processors who administer these dedicated accounts commonly charge $5-$10 per month to maintain the account over
the program life (usually up to 48 months). We focus exclusively on the much larger per-debt fees when calculating
program outcomes below.
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2.3. Data

The debt settlement records used in our analysis come from the AFCC. The data contain the account
experience of all accounts enrolled in debt settlement programs between January 1, 2011 and March
31, 2020 for ten of the largest debt settlement firms in the industry. We observe information on
the starting balance for each account, the current balance for each account, the settlement amount
for each settled account, and any charged fees for each settled account. We focus on the per-debt
fees throughout this analysis, ignoring the $5-$10 monthly cost of maintaining the dedicated debt
settlement account.

We use these data to calculate account- and individual-level statistics for outcomes after individuals
enter a debt settlement program over a range of time horizons. Shorter time horizons allow us to
include more individuals in our sample population, while longer time horizons allow us to examine
outcomes that occur further in the future. Our preferred sample population examines outcomes in the
first 36 months after individuals enter a debt settlement program, ignoring outcomes that occur after
the first 36 months even though there are likely to be additional settlements in subsequent months
(particularly for larger debts). This 36-month window balances the need for a larger sample with the
need for a longer time horizon. Appendix Table 1 and Appendix Figures 1 and 2 provide results at
both shorter and longer time horizons and are discussed throughout.

At the account level, we calculate the debt reduction for each settled account before accounting
for per-debt fees, the debt reduction for each settled account after accounting for per-debt fees, and
the fraction of debt that is forgiven for each settled account. We also aggregate these variables across
all of an individual’s accounts, yielding individual-level measures of the number and fraction of settled
accounts, the total debt reduction for all settled accounts before accounting for per-debt fees, the total
debt reduction for all settled accounts after accounting for per-debt fees, and the average fraction of
debt that is forgiven for all settled accounts. All individual-level statistics are weighted by the starting
balance in each account, such that larger accounts matter more for these individual-level averages.

We impose three sample restrictions to arrive at our preferred sample population. First, we drop
1,062,148 individuals (7,693,866 accounts) enrolling in a debt settlement program after March 31,
2017 to ensure that we observe all individuals for at least 36 months after entering a debt settlement
program and before the onset of the recent economic and health crises. Second, we drop 30,812
individuals (48,099 accounts) that failed to make their first draft deposit, as these individuals never
functionally enrolled in a debt settlement program. Finally, we drop 102,115 individuals (692,706
accounts) where at least one account has missing or conflicting information. None of our results
substantively change if we relax these sample restrictions. The final dataset for our preferred sample
population includes 453,085 individuals and 3,139,226 accounts.

3. Results

3.1. Descriptive Statistics

Table 1 provides descriptive statistics for our preferred sample population at both the account and
individual levels. Panel A shows that individuals enrolling in a debt settlement program are in
considerable financial distress at the beginning of the program. Individuals enroll an average of 6.93
accounts, with the average account balance equaling $4,006. Individuals therefore enroll an average
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of $27,756 of unsecured debt across all accounts (≈ 6.93 × $4,006). We find nearly identical results
for sample populations where we measure outcomes over both shorter and longer time horizons, as
reported in Appendix Table 1. By comparison, the average not-for-profit debt management plan
includes about $20,000 in unsecured debt (Dobbie and Song, 2020), while the average Chapter 7
or Chapter 13 consumer bankruptcy filing includes more than $90,000 in unsecured debt (Auclert,
Dobbie, and Goldsmith-Pinkham, 2019).

Panel B shows that 55 percent of enrolled accounts are settled during our 36-month sample window,
with 74 percent of individuals settling at least one account during this period. Individuals settle an
average of 3.80 accounts and approximately 55 percent of their enrolled debt during this period. Fifty-
nine percent of individuals settle over 50 percent of their enrolled debt during this period, 43 percent
settle over 75 percent of their enrolled debt, and 23 percent settle all of their enrolled debt. We find
similar results for sample populations where we measure outcomes over both shorter and longer time
horizons, as reported in Appendix Table 1.

Panel C further shows that these settlements are reached, on average, about 14.3 months after
the start of the debt settlement program, with the first settlement usually occurring four to five
months after the start of the program. Starting account balances on these settled accounts average
$3,984, very similar to the average starting balance on all accounts. Current balances at the time
of the settlement average $4,478, meaning the average settled account increases by $494, or 12.4
percent, from enrollment to settlement due to interest and late fees. The average settlement amount
is $2,199, substantially lower than both the average starting and current balances ($3,984 and $4,478,
respectively). Gross fees average $848 for these settled accounts, or approximately 21.2 percent of
the enrolled balance and 18.9 percent of the balance at the time of settlement. Individuals therefore
have an average starting balance of $15,154 on settled accounts (≈ 3.80 × $3,984), an average current
balance of $17,032 (≈ 3.80 × $4,478), an average settlement amount of $8,365 (≈ 3.80 × $2,199), and
average fees of $3,325 (≈ 3.80 × $848). We again find similar results for sample populations where
we measure outcomes over both shorter and longer time horizons, as reported in Appendix Table 1.

Putting these results together, Panel D shows that the average settlement during our 36-month
sample window results in $2,278 in debt reduction before accounting for fees, and $1,430 in net savings
after accounting for fees. Individuals therefore see an average debt reduction of $8,666 on settled
accounts before accounting for fees (≈ 3.80 × $2,278), and $5,440 in net savings after accounting for
fees (≈ 3.80 × $1,430). We, once again, find similar results for sample populations where we measure
outcomes over both shorter and longer time horizons, as reported in Appendix Table 1.

We can also express the debt reduction in terms of the fraction of the current balance that is
forgiven, which more easily facilitates comparisons with other forms of debt relief. These calculations
show that individuals enrolling in debt settlement programs receive an average debt write-down of 32
percent on settled accounts after accounting for fees. By comparison, individuals enrolling in not-for-
profit debt management plans generally do not receive a write-down on the original principal, though
interest payments and late fees are significantly reduced (Dobbie and Song, 2020). Individuals filing
for bankruptcy protection receive an average debt-write down of more than 90 percent for unsecured
debt included in a Chapter 7 discharge and 60 to 70 percent for unsecured debt included in a Chapter
13 discharge (Dobbie, Goldsmith-Pinkham, and Yang, 2017).

All of the statistics reported here are substantively identical to those reported in the 2020 Regan
report and an earlier version of this report using data up to March 2017.
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3.2. Relationship with Baseline Characteristics

Figures 1 and 2 present estimates of the relationship between post-enrollment financial outcomes and
baseline characteristics measured at the time of program enrollment. To construct each plot, we first
split each baseline characteristic into 20 equally-sized bins. We then create indicator variables for each
of these bins, omitting the smallest value. We finally regress each post-enrollment outcome on these
indicator variables, along with the other baseline controls, and plot the results. These plots therefore
represent the non-parametric relationship between each post-enrollment outcome and the baseline
characteristics. Following Table 1, we measure all outcomes for the first 36 months after individuals
enter a debt settlement program and report results over both shorter and longer time horizons in
Appendix Figures 1 and 2.

We find that post-enrollment outcomes are generally more positive for individuals with higher
levels of debt and, perhaps, for individuals with more accounts. Figure 1 shows that the probability
that an account is settled in the first 36 months increases sharply with the starting account balance
amount until just before $5,000, leveling off after this threshold. The probability that an account is
settled also generally increases with the total number of enrolled accounts. Debt reduction on settled
accounts, both before and after accounting for fees, is mechanically increasing with the starting balance
but unrelated to the total number of enrolled accounts. Figure 2 shows that there is a similar pattern
of results at the individual level, with the probability that any account is settled increasing with the
total starting balance amount until about $40,000 and leveling off after this threshold. Debt reduction
on settled accounts, both before and after accounting for fees, is again mechanically increasing with
the starting balance but unrelated to the total number of enrolled accounts. We again find nearly
identical results when measuring outcomes over both shorter and longer time horizons, as reported in
Appendix Figures 1 and 2.

3.3. Accretion of Accounts in Debt Settlement Programs

The 2020 Regan report also calculates the amount of debt that individuals would have accumulated
had they only made the minimum payment on their credit cards and not enrolled in a debt settlement
program. We successfully replicated these calculations, which we only briefly describe here for com-
pleteness. The annualized accretion rate for enrolled debt falls from more than 25 percent in the first
few months after program enrollment to less than 10 percent after one and a half years. By compari-
son, the expected annualized accretion rate for credit card debt remains at or above 15 percent after
one and a half years when making the minimum required payment on a credit card. Individuals are
therefore expected to have lower debt levels, even accounting for accretion, after enrolling in a debt
settlement program compared to making the minimum required payment on a credit card.

These calculations assume that individuals enrolled in debt settlement programs cannot afford
the minimum required payment on their credit cards. This assumption is consistent with one of
the criterions for participation in a debt settlement programs, as well as prior work suggesting that
financially distressed individuals are often caught in a debt trap where their outcomes are already
deteriorating. Dobbie and Song (2015) and Dobbie, Goldsmith-Pinkham, and Yang (2017) document,
for example, that individuals filing for Chapter 13 bankruptcy protection start to see a deterioration
of their outcomes about one to two years before filing. We therefore believe that the assumption that
financially distressed individuals likely cannot afford the minimum required payment on their credit
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cards is reasonable, as are the conclusions based on this assumption.

4. Conclusion

The results from our updated analysis show that 74 percent of individuals successfully settle at least
one account in the first 36 months after enrolling in a debt settlement program, with settled accounts
yielding an average debt write-down of 32 percent after accounting for fees. By comparison, individuals
enrolling in not-for-profit debt management plans generally do not receive a write-down on the original
principal and individuals filing for bankruptcy protection receive an average debt-write down of more
than 90 percent for unsecured debt included in a Chapter 7 discharge and about 60 to 70 percent
for unsecured debt included in a Chapter 13 discharge. Based on these findings, we can reasonably
conclude that debt settlement programs have the potential to benefit many financially distressed
individuals, particularly if they are not eligible for or interested in Chapter 7 or Chapter 13 bankruptcy
protection.

As mentioned above, an important limitation of our analysis is that we only observe outcomes for
individuals starting a debt settlement program. Our estimates based on these data may not represent
the causal impact of starting a debt settlement program, as the outcomes for these individuals may
have changed over time even if they had not started a debt settlement program. Obtaining the causal
impact of starting a debt settlement program requires that we compare the outcomes of individuals
who start a debt settlement program to the outcomes of otherwise similarly situated individuals who
did not start a debt settlement program, as would be the case in a randomized control trial or a
quasi-experimental design. Estimating such a causal effect is an important area for future work as it
will allow us to improve on the hypothetical calculations in the Regan report.
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

Accounts Individual
Statistics Statistics

Panel A: Enrollment Variables (1) (2)
Number of Accounts – 6.93
Starting Balance 4,006.06 27,756.20

Panel B: Outcome Variables for All Accounts
Any Account Settled 0.55 0.74
Number of Accounts Settled – 3.80
Fraction of Accounts Settled – 0.55
50 Percent of Accounts Settled – 0.59
75 Percent of Accounts Settled – 0.43
100 Percent of Accounts Settled – 0.23

Panel C: Outcomes for Settled Accounts
Avg. Months to Settlement 14.37 12.99
Starting Balance 3,984.52 15,154.50
Current Balance 4,478.24 17,032.26
Settlement Amount 2,199.46 8,365.31
Gross Fees 848.20 3,225.98

Panel D: Normalized Outcomes for Settled Accounts
Debt Reduction 2,278.77 8,666.95
Debt Reduction Less Fees 1,430.58 5,440.98
Debt Reduction Less Fees Over Balance 0.32 0.32

Observations 3,139,226 453,085
Notes. This table reports descriptive statistics at the account and individual levels. The sample includes both

accounts and individuals enrolled in a debt settlement program between January 1, 2011 and March 31, 2017 meeting
the sample criteria described in the text. Baseline characteristics are measured at program enrollment and outcomes
are measured for the first 36 months after program enrollment. Column 1 reports accounts statistics. Column 2 reports
individual statistics weighted by the starting balance in each account. Debt reduction is the current balance less the
settlement amount. Debt reduction less fees is the current balance less the settlement amount less the gross fees. Debt
reduction less fees over balance is the current balance less the settlement amount less the gross fees, all divided by the
gross fees.
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Figure 1: Account Outcomes and Baseline Characteristics
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Notes. This figure reports the relationship between post-enrollment account outcomes and baseline characteristics.
The sample includes both accounts and individuals enrolled in a debt settlement program between January 1, 2011 and
March 31, 2017 meeting the sample criteria described in the text. Baseline characteristics are measured at program
enrollment and outcomes are measured for the first 36 months after program enrollment. We construct each plot by
first splitting each characteristic into 20 equally-sized bins. We then create indicator variables for each of these bins,
omitting the smallest value. We finally regress each post-enrollment outcome on these indicator variables. The blue
line in each figure represents the relationship between the listed account outcome and characteristic with no additional
controls. The red line in each figure represents the relationship between the listed account outcome and characteristic
controlling for the other listed characteristics and monthly income. Account settled is an indicator for the account
being settled. Debt reduction is the current balance less the settlement amount. Debt reduction less fees is the current
balance less the settlement amount less the gross fees.
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Figure 2: Individual Outcomes and Baseline Characteristics
Any Account Settled & Any Account Settled &
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Notes. This figure reports the relationship between post-enrollment individual outcomes and baseline characteristics.
The sample includes both accounts and individuals enrolled in a debt settlement program between January 1, 2011 and
March 31, 2017 meeting the sample criteria described in the text. Baseline characteristics are measured at program
enrollment and outcomes are measured for the first 36 months after program enrollment. We construct each plot by
first splitting each characteristic into 20 equally-sized bins. We then create indicator variables for each of these bins,
omitting the smallest value. We finally regress each post-enrollment outcome on these indicator variables. The blue
line in each figure represents the relationship between the listed program outcome and characteristic with no additional
controls. The red line in each figure represents the relationship between the listed program outcome and characteristic
controlling for the other listed characteristics and monthly income. Account settled is an indicator for any account
being settled. Debt reduction is the current balance less the settlement amount. Debt reduction less fees is the current
balance less the settlement less the gross fees.
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Appendix Table 1: Descriptive Statistics at Different Time Horizons

Accounts Statistics Client Statistics
24 36 48 60 24 36 48 60

Months Months Months Months Months Months Months Months
Panel A: Enrollment Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Number of Accounts – – – – 7.07 6.93 6.72 6.58
Starting Balance 3,924.28 4,006.06 4,084.72 4,196.82 27,748.89 27,756.20 27,459.40 27,635.80

Panel B: Outcome Variables for All Accounts
Any Account Settled 0.49 0.55 0.56 0.57 0.75 0.74 0.74 0.75
Number of Accounts Settled – – – – 3.49 3.80 3.80 3.73
Fraction of Accounts Settled – – – – 0.49 0.55 0.57 0.57
50 Percent of Accounts Settled – – – – 0.54 0.59 0.59 0.60
75 Percent of Accounts Settled – – – – 0.30 0.43 0.48 0.48
100 Percent of Accounts Settled – – – – 0.16 0.23 0.28 0.29

Panel C: Outcomes for Settled Accounts
Avg. Months to Settlement 13.44 14.37 14.95 15.18 12.33 12.99 13.34 13.38
Starting Balance 3,872.23 3,984.52 4,075.54 4,173.18 13,508.79 15,154.50 15,478.56 15,571.55
Current Balance 4,362.52 4,478.24 4,569.29 4,671.96 15,219.22 17,032.26 17,353.81 17,432.69
Settlement Amount 2,160.24 2,199.46 2,218.84 2,239.69 7,536.27 8,365.31 8,426.99 8,357.07
Gross Fees 830.06 848.20 857.57 875.43 2,895.78 3,225.98 3,256.98 3,266.54

Panel D: Normalized Outcomes for Settled Accounts
Debt Reduction 2,202.28 2,278.77 2,350.45 2,432.27 7,682.95 8,666.95 8,926.82 9,075.62
Debt Reduction Less Fees 1,372.22 1,430.58 1,492.88 1,556.83 4,787.17 5,440.98 5,669.84 5,809.08
Debt Reduction Less Fees Over Balance 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.33 0.31 0.32 0.32 0.33

Observations 4,985,248 3,139,226 1,874,001 1,154,668 705,019 453,085 278,767 175,350
Notes. This table reports descriptive statistics at different time horizons. The sample includes both accounts and individuals enrolled in a debt settlement program

between January 1, 2011 and March 31, 2017 over the indicated time horizon. Columns 1-4 reports accounts statistics. Columns 5-8 reports client statistics weighted
by the starting balance in each account. Debt reduction is the current balance minus the settlement amount. Debt reduction less fees is the current balance minus
the settlement amount minus the gross fees. Debt reduction less fees over balance is the current balance less the settlement amount less the gross fees, all divided by
the gross fees.
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Appendix Figure 1: Account Outcomes and Baseline Characteristics at Different Time Horizons
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Notes. This figure reports the relationship between post-enrollment account outcomes and baseline characteristics
at different time horizons. The sample includes both accounts and individuals enrolled in a debt settlement program
between January 1, 2011 and March 31, 2017 over the indicated time horizon. We construct each plot by first splitting
each characteristic into 20 equally-sized bins. We then create indicator variables for each of these bins, omitting the
smallest value. We finally regress each post-enrollment outcome on these indicator variables and the other baseline
controls. Account settled is an indicator for the account being settled. Debt reduction is the current balance less the
settlement amount. Debt reduction less fees is the current balance less the settlement amount less the gross fees.
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Appendix Figure 2: Client Outcomes and Baseline Characteristics at Different Time Horizons
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Notes. This figure reports the relationship between post-enrollment client outcomes and baseline characteristics at
different time horizons. The sample includes both accounts and individuals enrolled in a debt settlement program
between January 1, 2011 and March 31, 2017 over the indicated time horizon. We construct each plot by first splitting
each characteristic into 20 equally-sized bins. We then create indicator variables for each of these bins, omitting the
smallest value. We finally regress each post-enrollment outcome on these indicator variables and the other baseline
controls. Account settled is an indicator for the account being settled. Debt reduction is the current balance less the
settlement amount. Debt reduction less fees is the current balance less the settlement amount less the gross fees.
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